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Implosions of direct-drive, deuterium–tritium~DT! gas-filled plastic capsules are studied using
nuclear diagnostics at the OMEGA laser facility@T. R. Boehly et al., Opt. Commun.133, 495
~1997!#. In addition to traditional neutron measurements, comprehensive sets of spectra of
deuterons, tritons, and protons elastically scattered from the fuel and shell by primary DT neutrons
~‘‘knock-on’’ particles! are, for the first time, obtained and used for characterizing target
performance. It is shown with these measurements that, for 15-atm DT capsules with 20-mm CH
shells, improvement of target performance is achieved when on-target irradiation nonuniformity is
reduced. Specifically, with a two-dimensional~2D! single-color-cycle, 1-THz-bandwidth smoothing
by spectral dispersion~SSD!, plus polarization smoothing~PS!, a primary neutron yield of;1
31013, a fuel areal density of;15 mg/cm2, and a shell areal density of;60 mg/cm2 are obtained;
these are, respectively,;80%, ;60%, and;35% higher than those achieved using 0.35-THz,
3-color-cycle, 2D SSD without PS.~In determining fuel areal density we assume the fuel to have
equal numbers of D and T.! With full beam smoothing, implosions with moderate radial
convergence~;10–15! are shown to haverR performance close to one-dimensional-code
predictions, but a ratio of measured-to-predicted primary neutron yield of;0.3. Other capsules that
are predicted to have much higher radial convergence~3.8-atm DT gas with 20-mm CH shell! are
shown to haverRfuel;3 mg/cm2, falling short of prediction by about a factor of 5. The
corresponding convergence ratios are similar to the values for 15-atm capsules. This indicates, not
surprisingly, that the effects of mix are more deleterious for high-convergence implosions. A brief
comparison of these moderate- and high-convergence implosions to those of similar deuterium–
deuterium (D2) gas-filled capsules shows comparable hydrodynamic performance. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1405016#
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I. INTRODUCTION

High-gain inertial confinement fusion~ICF! requires
symmetric compression of a spherical capsule to a stat
high density and temperature,1–4 and current research i
aimed at finding ways of achieving this goal. In this pap
we utilize a range of traditional and new nuclear diagnos
to study the compression performance of deuterium–triti
~DT! gas-filled target capsules imploded by direct laser dr
at the 60-beam OMEGA laser system.5 We demonstrate the
sensitivity of implosion performance to uniformity of las
power deposition, and investigate the effects of fuel-g
pressure, by measuring fuel and shell areal density (rR) and
shell electron temperatures (Te). The study of these param
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eters is accomplished through the first comprehensive se
spectral measurements of deuterons, tritons, and pro
~‘‘knock-ons’’! elastically scattered from the fuel and she
by 14.1-MeV DT fusion neutrons.

To achieve ICF ignition, a DT-filled target needs suf
cient compression to form two different regions: a sm
mass with low density but high temperature in the center~the
‘‘hot spot,’’ with Ti;10 keV! and a large mass of high den
sity, low temperature fuel surrounding this hot spot. The 3
MeV DT alphas generated in the central hot spot~with rR
;0.3 g/cm2! will be stopped in the fuel, propagating a the
monuclear burn. Two approaches to achieving this objec
involve indirect- or direct-drive implosion of target capsule
For the indirect-drive approach, where laser beams irrad
the inner wall of a high-Z radiation case~hohlraum!, laser
energy is first converted to soft x rays which subsequen
compress the capsule. The direct-drive approach utilizes
ser beams directly irradiating and compressing the tar
The National Ignition Facility~NIF!, which will have both
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indirect- and direct-drive capabilities and is under constr
tion at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, is design
to achieve this ignition objective. Experiments on OMEG
are currently investigating many aspects of the implos
physics relevant to the future NIF experiments with sca
experimental conditions. For example, the OMEGA cry
genic program will study energy-scaled implosions based
NIF ignition target designs.6

OMEGA is a Nd-doped glass laser facility, with an ab
ity to deliver 60 beams of frequency-tripled UV light~351
nm! with up to 30 kJ in 1–3 ns with a variety of puls
shapes.5 Early direct-drive experiments at OMEGA hav
achieved high temperatures (Ti;15 keV) and high fusion
yields ~for example, DT neutron yield;1014 and DD neu-
tron yield ;1012!.7 In particular, a series of implosions o
room-temperature capsules with gas fill~0 to 30 atm of either
D2 or D 3He! and plastic shells~CH, 10 to 35mm thick! has
recently been conducted with a variety of laser pulse sha
of irradiation uniformities, etc.8–12 These implosions gener
ate typical fuel areal densities (rRfuel) of ;5–15 mg/cm2

and shell areal densities (rRshell);50– 75 mg/cm2. They
provide insight into implosion physics of direct-drive IC
and planned OMEGA cryogenic-target implosions.

This paper presents the results of implosions of roo
temperature capsules with DT gas fill and CH shells. T
capsules nominally have 20-mm shell thickness and eithe
15-atm or 3-atm fill pressure. These capsules have diame
~;920–960 mm! and total masses similar to those
OMEGA cryogenic targets, and are expected to have com
rable stability properties under similar experimen
conditions.6,8 OMEGA cryogenic capsules consist of thre
parts: a central part with low-pressure~triple-point vapor
pressure! D2 or DT gas~0.2 atm at;19 K!; a main fuel layer
~;90 mm of D2 or DT ice!; and a 1–3mm CH overcoat. The
CH shell of a room-temperature target simulates the fuel
~DT ice! of a cryogenic target, and the fill gas simulates t
hot-spot-forming central DT gas in a cryogenic target.6 The
hydrodynamics are expected to differ in detail, due, in par
the differences in the equation of state, ablation rate,
implosion velocity. Nevertheless, many aspects of hi
energy-density physics and the target performances of c
genic targets can be studied with these surrogate targets
der current experimental conditions, including the effects
irradiation uniformity. The experiments also provide use
data for the development of advanced diagnostics~such as
high-resolution charged-particle spectroscopy13! and for
benchmarking computer simulations.14

A primary emphasis in this study is the dependence
capsule performance on laser irradiation uniformity, and S
II provides motivation by describing the importance of irr
diation uniformity to the physics of capsule implosion pe
formance. Section III describes the experiments utilizing D
filled capsules with CH shells and different laser smooth
techniques. Section IV discusses the measuremen
knock-on spectra and the relationships between these m
surements and the characteristics of imploded capsules.
tion V discusses the performance of imploded core and s
under different conditions, showing that 15-atm DT capsu
with appropriate laser smoothing achieved a moderate c
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vergence ratio~Cr ;10–15!; rRfuel and rRshell were deter-
mined to be;15 mg/cm2 and;60 mg/cm2, respectively. We
also studied implosions of capsules with 3.8-atm DT fi
which were predicted to have high-convergence-ratios~Cr
;30!. Although we obtained a slightly lowerrRshell

;55 mg/cm2, core areal density falls short of the predictio
by about a factor of 5~;3 mg/cm2!. Furthermore, the effects
of the time-dependent capsule charging and particle acce
tion are, for the first time, experimentally proved to be u
important for the circumstance of the experiment, since
bang time occurs several hundreds of ps after the laser is
Section VI summarizes the major results.

II. LASER DRIVE CHARACTERISTICS AND CAPSULE
PERFORMANCE

Successful direct-drive implosions require maintaini
shell integrity during the acceleration phase by control of
Rayleigh–Taylor~RT! instability, because direct-dive targe
are susceptible to this instability during both their accele
tion and deceleration phases.6,8 The instability is seeded by
laser illumination nonuniformity, target imperfection
~roughness on the outer ablative surface and/or the in
shell–fuel interface!, and beam-to-beam power imbalance8

During the acceleration phase, this instability occurs at
ablation surface and propagates to the fuel–shell interfa
adding roughness to the inner shell; in the worst case,
could lead to shell break-up. During the deceleration pha
the distortions at the fuel–shell interface grow and resul
the mixing of fuel and shell materials, degrading the tar
performance.

For the shots studied here, two approaches were use
controlling instabilities and improving target performanc
The first was a choice of laser-pulse shape. A high-sho
strength~high adiabat!, 1-ns square laser pulse was used
maximizing the ablation rate and reducing the RT grow
Though a gradually rising pulse~low adiabat! produces, in
principle, a larger target compression than a sharply ris
pulse, due to lower fuel and shell isentropes,1,2 a low-shock-
strength pulse generates a lower ablation rate and sm
in-flight shell thickness, leading to more instability fo
direct-drive implosions. This has been demonstrated in
lier experiments, where better target performance was
tained with a 1-ns square pulse than with other pulse ty
for room-temperature targets.9,10 Implosion of room-
temperature capsules with 20-mm-CH shells using 1-ns
square pulses results in stability properties that are simila
those of shaped-pulse-implosions of cryogenic targets~for
example, the OMEGAa53 design8!.

The second approach is improved laser irradiation u
formity. In discussing deviations from illumination unifor
mity, we distinguish two sources. Beam-to-beam energy
balance causes low-order mode perturbations~mode number
l ,10!, while nonuniformities within individual beams gen
erates higher-order perturbations (l .10). To achieve a leve
of 1% or less for on-target irradiation nonuniformity, diffe
ent beam energies must be matched to within an rms de
tion of ,5%.6,8 In the series of implosions studied here,
energy balance within 3–25% rms was achieved. Howe
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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after taking into account the effect of the laser-beam ove
on the target surface, as shown in Fig. 1, low-mode r
uniformity was between 1% and 9%, with an average<5%.

Single-beam uniformity is improved by two-dimension
smoothing by spectral dispersion~2D–SSD! combined with
other smoothing techniques such as distributed phase p
~DPPs!, and distributed polarization smoothing~PS! using
birefringent wedges.6,8 The two smoothing conditions use
in this study are 0.35-THz-bandwidth, 3-color-cycle 2D
SSD and 1.0-THz-bandwidth, single-color-cycle 2D–SS
with PS. Theoretical simulations and recent experime
have demonstrated that PS results in improvement of irra
tion uniformity by a factor of;& for higher-order pertur-
bations (l .10). The combination of PS with high bandwid
2D–SSD is expected to result in on-target nonuniform
,1% after 300 ps.6,8,15

III. EXPERIMENTS

The OMEGA experiments reported here used 60 bea
of frequency-tripled~351 nm! UV light to directly drive the
targets. Targets were room-temperature capsules with DT
enclosed in a CH shell. The actual DT gas pressure
either 11–15 atm, for moderate-convergence capsules, o
atm, for high-convergence capsules; all nominally had eq
molar amounts of deuterium and tritium. The CH shell thic
ness was 19–20mm, and the capsule diameters were 92
960 mm. The laser energy ranged from 20 to 23 kJ, with
typical intensity of ;131015W/cm2, and the laser-beam
spot size on target was;1 mm. The laser pulse was 1-n
square, with rise and decay times of;150 ps. Good pulse
shape repeatability was obtained, and the beam-to-beam
ser energy balance was typically;5% rms. Two laser con-
figurations were used. In the first, individual beams w

FIG. 1. The low-mode rms irradiation nonuniformity plotted as a function
the beam energy imbalance for different shots in this series of experim
Better energy balance results in better low-mode rms irradiation uniform
In this plot, the energy imbalance is an experimentally measured num
which is based on the rms average of the energy of all 60 beams.
energy is measured with the HED system as described in LLE Rev.63, p.
110 ~1995!. The estimated precision of this measurement is61%. The en-
ergy measurements are input to a calculation that uses a generic~measured!
DPP beam distribution and an assumed absorption profile to calculate
overlapped energy distribution on target. This overlapped intensity distr
tion is analyzed and the rms nonuniformity over spherical harmonic mo
1 to 10 is summed and used as they coordinate in this plot. The mos
important error in this calculation is probably the assumption of equal b
profiles. We know from x-ray measurements of the beams on target tha
DPP distributions do vary but we cannot give a precise estimate of the e
of this on the rms intensity distribution at this time.
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smoothed using 3-color-cycle 2D–SSD with a bandwidth
0.35 THz. In the second, beams were smoothed by sin
color-cycle 2D–SSD, with a wider bandwidth of 1.0 TH
and polarization smoothing~PS! using birefringent wedges.

The primary DT neutron yields were measured using
activation.16 For this series of experiments, primary DT ne
tron yields were 1012– 1013, with an estimated measureme
error of ;10%. Ion temperatures,Ti , were measured using
time-of-flight neutron Doppler widths~NTOF!.17–19 Typical
values were 3.5–5 keV, with a measurement error of;0.5
keV. Fusion burn history was obtained with the neutron te
poral detector~NTD!,20 and the typical fusion burn duration
here were 140–190 ps with bang times occurring at sev
hundred ps after the end of the laser pulse.

To obtain the areal densities for compressed fuel a
shell ~a fundamental measure of the implosion dynamics a
quality!, and to address other issues~such as the measure
ment of shellTe , electrostatic potential due to capsule cha
ing, etc.!, spectra of emerging charged particles were m
sured with two magnet-based charged-particle spectrome
~CPS-1 and CPS-2!21–24 and several ‘‘wedge-range-filter’
~WRF! spectrometers.12,13,21,22The charged particles@knock-
on deuterons~KOd!, tritons ~KOt!, and protons~KOp!# are
elastically scattered from the fuel and shell by 14.1 MeV D
neutrons.25,26For DT-capsule implosions on OMEGA, this i
currently the only technique for studying fuel and shell ar
densities. Other possible methods include neut
activation,27 measurements of secondary28,29 and tertiary
products~neutrons and protons29–31!, but these methods ar
not currently practical due to certain technical limitation
For example, a time-of-fight type, single-hit neutron detec
array ~MEDUSA32,33! has been routinely used to determin
rRfuel of D2 targets, but this technique cannot be applied
DT implosions because the detector array is completely s
rated by the large primary neutron flux.

The two magnet-based charged-particle spectrome
CPS-1 and CPS-2 are nearly identical, and each utilize
7.6-kG permanent magnet23,24constructed of a neodymium–
iron–boron alloy with a steel yoke. Incoming particles a
collimated by a slit whose width can be varied between 1 a
10 mm~for acceptance of 1026 to 1025 of the total yield!, as
appropriate for expected flux levels. The magnet separ
particles into different trajectories according to the ratio
momentum to charge. Pieces of CR-39 are used as par
detectors, and are positioned throughout the dispersed b
normal to the particle flux. Both the energy and the spec
of the particle generating a track in CR-39 can be determi
through the combined knowledge of its trajectory~deter-
mined by its position on the CR-39! and the track diameter
Particles with the same gyro-radius, such as 8-MeV trito
and 12-MeV deuterons, are easily distinguished since t
very different stopping powers generate measurably differ
track sizes in the CR-39~the larger the stopping power, th
larger the track!. This configuration allows coverage over th
proton energy range from 0.1 MeV to 40 MeV. The ener
calibration uncertainty varies with particle energy, bei
about 30 keV at 2 MeV and about 100 keV at 15 MeV. T
two spectrometers are 101° apart, thereby enabling studie
implosion symmetry to be undertaken. CPS-2~CPS-1! is
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placed inside~outside! the 165-cm-radius OMEGA chambe
at 100 cm~235 cm! from the target.

The WRF spectrometers, which are described in de
elsewhere,12,13 provide proton spectra by analysis of the d
tributions of proton-track diameters in a piece of CR-39 t
is covered during exposure by an aluminum ranging fi
with continuously varying thickness. The current energy c
bration is accurate to about 0.15 MeV at 15 MeV. They
simple and compact, allowing them to be used at multi
positions during a shot for symmetry studies and allow
them to be placed close to the target for good statistics w
proton yields are low~down to about 53105!.

For comparison with measurements made during th
experiments, the implosions were modeled with the o
dimensional hydrodynamic calculation code LILAC.34 Sev-
eral important physical models are utilized in the calculati
such as the tabulated equation of state~SESAME!, flux-
limited electron transport~with a flux limiter of f 50.06!,
local thermodynamic equilibrium~LTE!, opacities for multi-
group radiation transport, and inverse-bremsstrahlu
absorption energy deposition through a ray-trace algori
in the under-dense plasma. No effect of fuel–shell mix
included.

IV. KNOCK-ON PARTICLES AND THEIR SPECTRA

Knock-on particles are generated in a two-step proc
A 14.1-MeV neutron is first generated from a DT fusio
reaction. These neutrons usually escape the capsule wit
interacting. However, a small fraction of them~of order
;0.1%! elastically scatter off either fuel D or T, or CH-she
p, as described in Eqs.~1!–~4! and depicted schematically i
Fig. 2. Information about the compressed fuel is carried
by these knock-on D and T; information about the co
pressed shell is carried out by knock-onp and is also con-
tained in the energy downshifts of knock-on D and T spec

FIG. 2. A schematic of the knock-on processes in an imploded capsule.
central fuel part typically has an initial radius between 440–460mm and a
DT gas fill between 3–15 atm. The initial shell layer is constructed of
with a thickness between 19–20mm. Primary 14.1-MeV DT neutrons, gen
erated in the fuel, elastically scatter deuterons and tritons out of the fue
protons out of the shell. Consequently, information from the compres
core is carried out by these knock-on deuterons and tritons, and inform
from the compressed shell is carried out by knock-on protons. The en
downshifts of knock-on D and T spectra also contain information about
shell.
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D1T→a~3.5 MeV!1n~14.1 MeV!, ~1!

n~14.1 MeV!1T→n81T~<10.6 MeV!, ~2!

n~14.1 MeV!1D→n81D~<12.5 MeV!, ~3!

n~14.1 MeV!1p→n81p~<14.1 MeV!. ~4!

Figure 3 illustrates the differential cross sections
knock-on processes. When the collisions are head-on,
characteristic endpoint energy for T~D!@p# is 10.6 MeV
~12.5 MeV! @14.1 MeV#. The well-defined, high-energy pea
for a knock-on deuteron~triton! spectrum represents abo
15.7%~13.5%! of the total cross section, and corresponds
an energy region of 9.6–12.5 MeV~7.3–10.6 MeV!. For a
model-independent determination ofrRfuel , the knock-on di-
agnostic usually only utilizes these high-energy peaks.
knock-on protons, the cross section is virtually flat fro
0–14.1 MeV because the neutron and proton masses
nearly identical. However, because of a possible tim
dependent distortion occurring in the low-energy regio
only the flat region is utilized here. Two important param
eters for this diagnostic are the number of knock-on partic
and the downshifts of the knock-on spectra. The knock
numbers provide information about therR of the layer~core
or shell! in which they are produced, and the energy loss
these particles provides additional information about therR
traversed.

For a hot-spot model of the compressed fuel~where all
primary neutrons are produced in an infinitesimal, high te
perature region at the center of a uniform density D
plasma!, rRfuel is related to the knock-on yield by th
equation25,26

rRfuel5
~2g13!mp

~gsd
eff1s t

eff!

YKOd1YKOt

Yn
, ~5!

he

nd
d

on
gy
e

FIG. 3. Differential cross sections for elastic scattering of 14.1-MeV n
trons on deuterons, tritons, and protons, where the energy is the scattere
energy. When these collisions are head-on, the characteristic end
~maximum! energy for T~D! @p# is 10.6 MeV~12.5 MeV! @14.1 MeV#. The
high-energy peak for knock-on deuterons~tritons! contains about 15.7%
~13.5%! of the total cross section, which corresponds to an energy regio
9.6–12.5 MeV~7.3–10.6 MeV!. @For deuterons and tritons, the integr
under the high-energy peak gives an effective cross-section that is us
Eq. ~5!. For knock-on protons, the cross section is flat from 0–14.1 M
and an integral over a 1-MeV interval gives an effective cross section th
used in Fig. 4.#
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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whereYn is the measured primary neutron yield,YKOd and
YKOt are deuteron and triton knock-on yields under the hi
energy peak of their spectra~see Fig. 3!; s t

eff(sd
eff) is the

effective cross section of knock-on triton~deuteron! as de-
fined in Fig. 3;mp is the proton mass; andg5nd /nt . Simi-
larly, the yield of knock-on protons, which are exclusive
generated in the CH shell, can be shown to be related
rRshell by the equation

rRshell5
~g112!mp

gsp
eff

YKOp

Yn
, ~6!

whereYKOp is the measured knock-onp yield in a 1-MeV
range ~see Fig. 3!; sp

eff is an effective cross section fo
knock-on protons; andg5nH /nC. Under some circum-
stances, it is useful to modify Eq.~5! for use with the ‘‘uni-
form’’ model, in which primary neutrons are generat
throughout the volume containing deuterons and tritons,
multiplying the right-hand side by a factor of 1.33. Figure
displays inferred values ofrR as a function of the measure
ratios of knock-on yield to primary neutron yield. Th
model-independent use of Eq.~5! breaks down when the
total areal density exceeds about 100 mg/cm2, because the
knock-on spectra become sufficiently distorted by slowin
down effects that the measurements can become ambigu
an accurate determination ofrRfuel will then have to rely on
model-dependent simulations.

The potential importance of knock-on particle measu
ments was realized some years ago, and measurements
limited spectral resolution and with a small number
knock-on particles ~around 30! were subsequently
obtained.25,26Those measurements relied on range-filter d
in the form of ‘‘coincident’’~front-side and back-side! tracks
generated in a CR-39 nuclear track detector or in nuc
emulsions. This early work relied on detailed assumptio
about the spectra of knock-on particles, which were e
mated in indirect ways from other diagnostic data~for ex-
ample, from the downshifted D3He protons!.25 In contrast,
charged-particle spectroscopy, as described here, mea
the whole spectrum directly for each particle. With hundre

FIG. 4. Areal density vs the ratio of knock-on particle yield to prima
neutron yield. For knock-on D and T, a hot-spot model is assumed and
yields under the high-energy peaks are used~as described in the caption o
Fig. 3!. For knock-on protons, a hot-spot model is assumed and the yield
MeV in the flat region is used.
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to thousands of knock-on particles being simultaneously
tected from an individual implosion, comprehensive a
high-resolution knock-on spectra are readily obtained.

Figure 5 shows sample spectra obtained by CPS-2
shot 20231. For this shot, the capsule was filled with 1
atm of DT gas and had a 19.1-mm-thick CH shell. The laser
energy was 22.1 kJ, and the primary neutron yield w
7.1(60.7)31012. The 2D–SSD bandwidth was 0.35 TH
and no polarization smoothing~PS! was applied. The beam
to-beam energy balance was 13% rms, and the on-ta
low-mode rms uniformity was 6% due to beam overlap
the target surface. An ion temperature ofTi>4.0
(60.5) keV was obtained. The fusion burn occurred at 18~
650! ps and lasted for 180~625! ps. Figure 5~a! provides the
knock-on T spectrum with a yield of about 5.73108 tritons
under the high-energy peak~between 3–10 MeV!. The
whole spectrum is downshifted by;4 MeV ~as described in
the figure caption!. Figure 5~b! shows the knock-on D spec
trum with a yield of about 4.83108 deuterons under the
high-energy peak~between 3.5–12 MeV!. An energy loss of
about;3 MeV, relative to the birth spectrum, is measure
Figure 5~c! displays the knock-onp spectrum, with a yield of
about 5.73108 MeV protons in the flat region between 8–1
MeV. The endpoint of this spectrum is about 14 MeV, due

he

er

FIG. 5. Knock-on spectra measured by CPS-2 for shot 20231. The cap
was filled with 12.3 atm of DT gas and had a 19.1-mm CH shell. The laser
energy is 22.1 kJ, and the primary neutron yields is 7.131012. The 2D–SSD
bandwidth is 0.35 THz, and no PS is applied.~a! The knock-on T spectrum,
with a yield of about 5.73108 tritons under the high-energy peak~between
3–10 MeV!. The whole spectrum is downshifted by;4 MeV ~determined
by the energy at which the yield/MeV reaches half of its peak value on
high-energy end of the spectrum!. ~b! The knock-on D spectrum, with a
yield of about 4.83108 deuterons under the high-energy peak~between
3.5–12 MeV!. An energy loss of about;3 MeV is measured.~c! The
knock-onp spectrum with a yield/MeV of about 5.73108 MeV protons in
the flat region between 8–12 MeV. The endpoint of this spectrum is ab
14 MeV, reflecting the fact that particles scattered from the outer part of
shell have no energy loss.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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the fact that protons scattered from the outer part of the s
lose no energy. We note that CPS yield measurements re
sent an integral over the fusion burn duration, so an infer
rR value represents an average over the burn. In addit
the fact that the source of neutrons is distributed over a fi
volume of fuel means that inferredrR values represent spa
tial averages.

The measured knock-on spectra for shot 20698
shown in Fig. 6. The capsule was filled with 15 atm of D
gas and had a 19.9-mm CH shell. The laser energy was 23
kJ, and the primary neutron yield was 1.4(60.1)31013. In
contrast to shot 20231, polarization smoothing was app
for this shot and the 2D–SSD bandwidth was increased
1.0 THz. The beam-to-beam energy balance~3.1% rms! and
the on-target low-mode rms uniformity~1.3% rms! were thus
improved. An ion temperature ofTi>4.1(60.5) keV was
obtained. The fusion burn occurred at 1750~650! ps and
lasted for 170~625! ps. Figure 6~a! shows the knock-on T
spectrum, with a yield of about 1.23109 tritons under the
high-energy peak~between 2.5–10 MeV!. @In principle,
since the effective cross section for knock-on tritons is lar
than that for deuterons~0.1426 vs 0.1046!, the triton yield
should be higher. However, experimentally, we often m
sure triton yields equal/less than deuteron yields. A num

FIG. 6. Knock-on spectra for shot 20698, measured by CPS-2. The ca
is filled with 15 atm of DT gas and has a 20-mm CH shell. For this shot, the
laser energy is 23.8 kJ, and the primary neutron yield is 1.431013. The
2D–SSD bandwidth is 1.0 THz, and polarization smoothing~PS! is applied.
~a! The knock-on T spectrum, with a yield of about 1.23109 tritons under
the high-energy peak~between 2.5–10 MeV!. The whole spectrum is down
shifted by 4.8 MeV.~b! The knock-on D spectrum, with a yield of abou
1.73109 deuterons under the high-energy peak~between 3.5–12 MeV!. An
energy loss of about 4.1 MeV is measured.~c! The knock-onp spectrum,
with a yield of about 2.03109 MeV protons in the flat region between 8–1
MeV. As in Fig. 5, the endpoint of this spectrum is about 14 MeV, reflect
the fact that particles scattered from the outer part of the shell have
energy loss.
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of reasons could be attributed to this phenomena such a~1!
the triton spectrum is usually distorted more due to lar
stopping power; and~2! the isotopic composition of the fue
is not exactly equal parts of D and T, although it is difficu
at present, to exactly quantify this effect. And the continui
exchange of both D and T for H does tend to decrease b
by a small amount over time. These issues are currently
ing investigated.# The whole spectrum is downshifted by 4
MeV. Figure 6~b! shows the knock-on D spectrum, with
yield of about 1.73109 deuterons under the high-energ
peak ~between 3.5–12 MeV!. An energy loss of about 4.1
MeV is measured. Figure 6~c! shows the knock-onp spec-
trum, with a yield of about 2.03109 MeV in the flat region
between 8–12 MeV. The endpoint of this spectrum is ab
14 MeV, as it was for shot 20231~0.35-THz 2D SSD, no
PS!. Relative to shot 20231, the primary neutron yield
shot 20698 is higher by a factor of>1.95, and the knock-on
particle yields are higher by factors of>3.54 ~deuteron! and
>3.51 ~proton!. In addition, because of increased compre
sion, the energy loss of the knock-on particles from the f
is greater by 15–30 %.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Core performance of moderate-convergence
capsule implosions

In this section, the measurements of primary neutro
and knock-on charged particles are used to study the eff
of illumination uniformity on core performance fo
moderate-convergence capsule implosions. We start with
primary neutron yield, which provides one direct over
measure of core performance because of its strong de
dence upon ion temperature and density. Then we look at
yields of knock-on deuterons (YKOd) and tritons (YKOt),
which provide a measure ofrRfuel , and thus the amount o
compression~which is quantified by the convergence rat
Cr, defined as a ratio of the initial fuel radius to the fin
compressed fuel radius!. After showing that the data demon
strate an improvement of performance with improved la
smoothing, we look at comparisons of the data with nume
cal simulations. These comparisons suggest that the po
performance observed with less smoothing is due to intrin
cally 2D or 3D effects such as instabilities and mix.

FIG. 7. ~a! Average primary yields achieved for two different single-bea
smoothing conditions. The yield increases by about 80% when uniformit
improved using 1-THz 2D–SSD1PS. ~b! The yield-averaged ion tempera
ture is insensitive to the improvement in uniformity. Consequently, the s
nificant increase of primary yields cannot be attributed to the ion temp
tures, and is instead probably a consequence of an increase in
density due to better fuel compression. The error bars display statis
uncertainties.

ule
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Primary neutron yields between 331012 and 1.431013

were obtained, and in general better energy balance res
in higher primary neutron yield. The highest yield was o
tained for the shot with a low-mode rms nonuniformity
;1.3% ~beam-to-beam energy balance to within 3.1%!.
Once on-target, low-mode nonuniformity due to beam imb
ance has been decreased to the 5% rms range, single-
nonuniformity becomes more important for determining ca
sule performance through its effects on high-order mode
turbations. This is illustrated in Fig. 7~a!, where we see tha
beam smoothing with 1-THz 2D–SSD1PS results in a pri-
mary yield (Yn;1.131013) about 80% higher than that ob
tained with 0.35-THz 2D–SSD and no PS (Yn;6.2
31012). Since the ion temperature is relatively insensitive
rms uniformity improvement, as shown in Fig. 7~b!, higher
Yn must result from a higher ion density due to improv
fuel compression.

The fuel areal density is determined from knock-
yields. Efforts to match the experimental primary yields
assuming different temperature profiles lead us to prefer
uniform model over the hot-spot model, because hig
peaked temperature profiles lead to yields that are too low
the rRfuel vs yield relationships shown in Fig. 4 must b
modified. The corresponding inferred convergence ratio
Cr5ArRfuel /rRfuel0, whererRfuel0 is the fuel areal density
before compression. As shown in Fig. 8, the data lead
average values ofrRfuel;9 mg/cm2 (Cr;12) for the shots
using 0.35-THz 2D–SSD, andrRfuel;15 mg/cm2 (Cr;15)
for 1-THz 2D–SSD1PS. Increasing the smoothing rate i

FIG. 8. ~a! Average fuel areal densities measured in experiments u
0.35-THz 2D–SSD (rRfuel;9 mg/cm2), and using 1-THz 2D–SSD1PS
(rRfuel;15 mg/cm2). A significant increase of therRfuel ~;60%! is ob-
tained using 1.0-THz 2D–SSD1PS. ~b! Experimentally measured conve
gence ratios. Cr;12 for shots using 0.35-THz 2D–SSD, and Cr;15 for
shots using 1-THz 2D–SSD1PS. The error bars display statistical unce
tainties.

FIG. 9. A comparison of the experimentally measured knock-on deute
spectrum and the 1D LILAC predicted spectrum for shot 20698.
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creasedrRfuel by ;60% and the Cr by;25%. ~In this cal-
culation, we have assumed exactly equal molar quantitie
deuterium and tritium.!

One-dimensional simulations were carried out for the
shots, and Fig. 9 shows an example of how a measu
knock-on deuteron spectrum compares with a prediction
shot 20698. Relative to the data, the simulation has a sim
spectral shape, a similar energy downshift, and a simila
somewhat higher, yield. Figures 10–13 provide an overv
of data-to-simulation comparisons. Since the effects of be
smoothing are intrinsically 2D or 3D, the 1D code predic
no difference due to smoothing, and this can be seen in F
10 and 11, which show that nearly all the shots are predic
to have the same values ofrRfuel , Cr, andTi , with small
differences due only to the small differences in capsule
rameters and total laser energy. On the other hand, the m
sured values ofrRfuel ~or Cr! improve significantly for in-
creased laser smoothing, and approach the predicted va
with 1-THz 2D–SSD1PS. Other parameters also increa
when smoothing is improved, includingYn andYKOd , whose
ratios to predicted values~‘‘YOC’’ and YKOd /Y1D respec-

g

n

FIG. 10. ~a! MeasuredrRfuel vs 1D simulation prediction. For the shots wit
0.35-THz 2D–SSD, the average measuredrRfuel is about 60% of the pre-
diction. For the shots with 1-THz 2D–SSD1PS, an average of;80% of the
predictedrRfuel is measured. This comparison suggests that the impro
ment in irradiation uniformity makes implosions more 1D like.~b! The
measured convergence ratio plotted against the calculation. The experi
tal data are slightly but consistently lower than those of 1D predictions.
error bars display experimental uncertainties~;10% for neutrons,;20%
for charged particles!.

FIG. 11. A comparison of measured ion temperatures to the 1D LIL
predictions, showing that measured values are consistently higher than
dictions. The error bars display experimental uncertainty~60.5 keV!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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tively! are shown in Fig. 12. Although YOC increases w
smoothing, it never exceeds 35% in spite of the fact thaTi

and Cr are close to predictions. This could mean, for
ample, that the burn duration is shorter than predicted, an
that mix makes the temperature profile more peaked t
predicted, reducing the volume of fuel actually participati
in the burn. Plotting the ratio of measured to predicted val
of YKOd /Yn against measured Cr, in Fig. 13, we see tha
approaches unity for full beam smoothing. This suggests
the improvement of single-beam irradiation uniformity r
sults in increased compression through the reduction of
phenomena such as instabilities and mix.

The credibility of this hypothesis is increased by mo
elaborate simulations which incorporate effects of R
Richtmyer–Meshkov, and Bell–Plesset instabilities, and
Haan saturation6,8 in the post-processing of 1D calculatio
results. It was shown that using 0.35-THz 2D–SSD with
PS results in a mix width approaching the in-flight sh
thickness.6,8 The shell integrity is thus reduced, and the ca
sule compression is degraded. In contrast, the calculat
show that with full beam smoothing~on-target beam nonuni

FIG. 12. ~a! The ratio of measured primary neutron yield to clean 1D p
diction ~YOC! plotted against the measured convergence ratio. An ave
of ;18% is obtained for the shots using 0.35-THz 2D–SSD, while an
erage of;30% is obtained for the shots using 1-THz 2D–SSD1PS.~b! The
ratio of measured KO deuteron yield to 1D prediction (YKOd /Y1D) has an
average of;10% for the shots using 0.35-THz 2D–SSD and of;24% for
the shots using 1-THz 2D–SSD1PS. The error bars indicate experiment
uncertainties~;10% for neutrons,;20% for charged particles!.

FIG. 13. The ratio of the experimentally measured value ofYKOd /Yn to the
1D prediction for different measured Cr. About;60% is obtained for the
shots using 0.35-THz. 2D–SSD, and;80% is obtained for the shots usin
1-THz 2D–SSD1PS. This ratio approaches unity, while YOC is consid
ably smaller~<30%!. The error bars indicate experimental uncertaint
~;10% for neutrons,;20% for charged particles!.
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formity less than 1% after 300 ps!, the mix width is signifi-
cantly smaller than the in-flight shell thickness.

B. Shell performance of moderate-convergence
capsule implosions

The shell performance discussed in this section is ba
on measurements of shell areal density,rRshell, and shell
electron temperature (Te). rRshell can be determined directly
from the yield of knock-on protons~this is a temperature
independent method!. OncerRshell is known, andrRfuel has
been determined as described in the preceding section
shell Te can be estimated from the energy downshift of t
deuteron and/or triton spectrum~slowing down of these par
ticles is sensitive toTe!. Alternatively, if the shellTe is al-
ready known from other measurements, then the deute
and/or triton downshifts can be used in an independent e
mation ofrRshell.

Knock-on protons are generated only in the CH sh
and typical proton spectra are shown in Figs. 5~c! and 6~c!.
Values of rRshell can be calculated from the proton yield
with Fig. 4. As displayed in Fig. 14, an averagerRshell of
;45 mg/cm2 is obtained for the shots using 0.35 THz 2D
SSD without PS, while an averagerRshell of ;60 mg/cm2 is
obtained for 1 THz 2D–SSD1PS. A 35% increase of the

-
e
-

FIG. 15. A comparison of the measured knock-on proton spectrum~thick
line! to the 1D LILAC prediction~thin line! for shot 20698. The agreemen
between these two spectra suggests the compressed shell nearly h
performance.~The fact that the predicted spectrum is not flat, and decay
the region between 0–8 MeV, is due to the fact that low-energy prot
generated during the stagnation phase of the implosion may experien
largerRshell and be ranged out.!

FIG. 14. An average measuredrRshell of ;45 mg/cm2 is obtained for the
shots using 0.35-THz 2D–SSD andrRshell of ;60 mg/cm2 is obtained for
the shots using 1-THz 2D–SSD1PS. The error bars display statistical un
certainties.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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rRshell is thus obtained due to the improvement of sing
beam uniformity. Figure 15 displays a 1D calculat
knock-on proton spectrum overlaid on an experimenta
measured proton spectrum for shot 20698. The agreem
between these two spectra suggests that, with full be
smoothing, the shell performance of a moderate-converge
implosion is close to the 1D prediction.

The directly determined value ofrRfuel ~described in the
preceding section!, together with the measured energy loss
the deuteron and/or triton knock-ons, can also be use
determine shellTe ~if rRshell has been determined as d
scribed in the previous paragraph! or to studyrRshell ~if the
shellTe is known!. As deuteron and/or triton knock-ons from
the fuel travel through fuel and shell, they lose an amoun
energy directly proportional to the areal density of the ma
rials they pass through~assuming there is no particle acce
eration, as discussed in Sec. V E!. Because these particles a
not so energetic, their stopping power is not characterize
‘‘cold plasma stopping,’’ where there is no temperature d
pendence, but ‘‘warm plasma stopping,’’ where there is
temperature dependence. The energy loss can be calcu
from the stopping power in a fully ionized plasma,35,36

dE

dx
52S Z2vpe

v t
D 2

@G~xt/ f !ln L

1u~xt/ f !ln~1.123Axt/ f !#, ~7!

whereu(xt/ f) is a step function and equals 0~1! when xt/ f

,1(.1); vp5(4pnee
2/me)

1/2 is the electron plasma fre
quency, Z is the charge of the incident charged partic
v t(v f) is the velocity of a test~field! charged particle;xt/ f

5v t
2/v f

2 and lnL is the Coulomb logarithm.G(xt/ f) is de-
fined as

G~xt/ f !5m~xt/ f !2
mf

mt
H dm~xt/ f !

dxt/ f 2
1

ln L Fm~xt/ f !

1
dm~xt/ f !

dxt/ f G J , ~8!

wherem(xt/ f)52*0
xt/ f

e2jAj dj/Ap is the Maxwell integral;
andmt(mf) is the mass of the test~field! particle. Since the
effects of large-angle scattering are negligible for charg
particles traveling in plasmas of interest,36 the areal density
that a charged particle travels through with an energy l
(DE'E02E) can be approximately determined as

rR5E
E

E0
rS dE

dxD 21

dE. ~9!
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Because of the relatively high temperature and low den
of the fuel plasma, the energy loss is dominated by the lo
temperature but higher density shell plasma. The total a
density is defined asrRtotal5rRfuel1rRshell.

The downshifts of the spectra shown in Figs. 6~a! and
6~b! ~for shot 20698! are about 5 MeV for tritons and 4 MeV
for deuterons. To be consistent with the temperatu
independent, knock-on-derived values ofrRfuel;14 mg/cm2

and rRshell;64 mg/cm2 calculated as described above f
this shot, the value of shellTe must be about 0.6 keV. A
summary of calculated shellTe values for different shots is
given in Fig. 16. The shellTe appears insensitive to singl
beam irradiation uniformity, to first order, although there a
some subtle issues such as time and spatial dependen
the knock-on spectra involved in this determination. Th
topic will be a subject for future study.

C. Similarity to D 2-filled-capsule implosions

With similar experimental conditions, implosions of D
and D2 gas-filled plastic capsules are ‘‘hydrodynamically
equivalent. While some subtle differences, such as the m
fusion cross-section, equation of the state, etc., still exist,
basic capsule performance is expected to be similar. Re
work12 has resulted in the study of fuel and shell paramet
for D2 shots at OMEGA by measuring spectra of second
D 3He protons. Those numbers are very similar to the kno
on-inferred numbers for related DT shots, as shown in Ta
I. In general, the inferred and estimatedrRfuel and rRshell

andrRtotal are very similar for both DT and D2 capsule im-
plosions under similar experimental conditions. While t

FIG. 16. Average electron temperatures inferred from the knock-on spe
Values of;0.58 keV and;0.65 keV are obtained for the shots using 0.3
THz 2D–SSD and 1-THz 2D–SSD1PS, respectively. The error bars dis
play statistical uncertainties.
TABLE I. Comparison of DT and D2 gas-filled, plastic shell implosions~the D2 numbers are from Ref. 12!.

Capsules
Single-beam
smoothing

Ti

~keV! Yn YOC YKOd /Y1D Y2p /Y1D

rRfuel

~mg/cm2!
rRshell

~mg/cm2!
rRtotal

~mg/cm2!

DT~15!CH~20! 0.3 THz 2D–SSD 4.160.5 (6.261.4)31012 0.18 0.10 962 4767 ;56a

1 THz 2D–SSD1PS 4.460.5 (1.160.3)31013 0.30 0.24 1563 6167 ;76a

D2~15!CH~20! 0.3 THz 2D–SSD 3.460.5 (8.860.8)31010 0.18 0.13 1062 ;42b 52
1 THz 2D–SSD1PS 3.760.5 (1.660.5)31011 0.33 0.21 1417-4 ;58b 72

aEstimated based on measuredrRfuel andrRshell.
bEstimated based on measuredrRfuel andrRtotal .
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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corresponding values of YOC are similar, DT implosions
sult in higher ion temperatures than D2 implosions. The im-
provement of the single-beam irradiation uniformity e
hances the target performance of both DT and2
implosions:rRfuel(rRshell) increases by;60% ~;35%! for
DT implosions and by;65% ~;40%! for D2 implosions;Yn

increases by;80% for both DT and D2 implosions; YOC
increases by;60% for DT and by;80% for D2 implosions.
Ion temperatures are not so sensitive to the uniformity
provement~<10%!. In summary, implosions of D2-filled and
DT-filled capsules have very similar performance.

D. Preliminary results on ‘‘high-convergence’’ DT-
capsule implosions

In order to contrast with the moderate-convergence-r
(Cr;15) capsule implosions discussed above, we also
ploded a small number of DT capsules which were predic
from 1D simulations to have considerably higher conv
gence ~Cr;30; rRfuel;15 mg/cm2; rRshell;100 mg/cm2!
under similar experimental conditions~1 THz 2D–SSD with
PS!. These capsules had;3.8-atm DT gas fills and CH shell
20 mm thick.

For shots 21587, 21588, and 21589 we obtained an
eraged primary neutron yield ofYn;4.931012/shot. The
measured knock-on triton and deuteron spectra are show
Fig. 17, summed over the three shots. The mean triton
deuteron yields wereYKOt;23108/shot and YKOd;2.1
3108/shot. Figure 18 shows knock-on proton spectra
shot 21588, measured simultaneously from three differ
directions~using diagnostic ports TIM-4, TIM-5, and TIM
6!. A total of eight separate proton spectra were measured

FIG. 17. ~a! Knock-on triton spectrum obtained from a 3-shot integrati
~shots 21587, 21588 and 21589, all implosions of capsules with 3.8-atm
gas!. An average yield of 23108 per shot is obtained, and this implie
rRfuel;3 mg/cm2 ~assuming a uniform model!. ~b! Knock-on deuteron
spectrum obtained from the same 3-shots. An average yield of 2.13108 per
shot is obtained, implyingrRfuel;3 mg/cm2 ~assuming a uniform model!.
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the three shots, with an average knock-on proton yield
;6.23108 MeV/shot.

From these measurements, we infer mean implosion
rameters ofrRfuel;3 mg/cm2 ~uniform model! and rRshell

;55 mg/cm2 ~hot-spot model!. These values are, respe
tively, about 20% and 55% of the 1D predictions. The c
responding convergence ratios are similar to the values
15-atm capsules. The performance is degraded relative to
prediction and suggests that the effects of mix and instab
ties are more deleterious for high convergence implosio
Further detailed studies are planned, and we note that sim
implosion parameters have been inferred for implosions
D2-filled capsules with similar characteristics.12

E. Capsule charging and particle acceleration

Time-dependent capsule charging is an essential issu
a spherical implosion. This charging may result in a stro
electric field surrounding the capsule and an acceleratio
emitted charged particles.37,38 Since the measurement of a
eal densities of imploded capsules through charged-par
spectroscopy relies on accurate determination of particle
ergy downshift due to slowing in the capsule, any parti
acceleration could introduce serious errors.

T

FIG. 18. Knock-on proton spectra of shot 21588, measured using we
range-filter spectrometers~WRF! from three different directions. Combine
with similar spectra measured for shots 21587 and 21589, we find an a
age knock-on-proton yield of;6.23108 MeV/shot~in the flat regions of the
spectra!. This implies an average value ofrRshell;55 mg/cm2 for these
shots.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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Many previous experiments have demonstrated the e
tence of capsule charging and particle acceleration, even~un-
expectedly! on OMEGA with laser intensities o
;1015W/cm2 and wavelength 351 nm~where energy up-
shifts of ;1 MeV have been observed for charged-fusi
products and for ablator protons11,37,38!. The hot electrons
generated by laser-plasma instabilities in the corona
thought to cause this capsule charging. Earlier experim
also suggest that the charge is time dependent.

For estimating the effects of the electric fields
charged-fusion products, it has been assumed that suc
fects are only important when the bang time occurs while
laser is on~for example, for a thin-glass-shell capsule driv
by 1-ns square pulse!.39,40Such effects are assumed to be n
important when the bang time occurs several hundreds o
after the laser turns, off, when the electric field has larg
decayed away~for example, a thick-plastic-shell capsu
driven by a 1-ns square pulse11,37!. For the latter case, pos
sible energy up-shifts, if any, have been assumed to be c
pletely negligible. Although widely used when determinin
the spectral downshifts of charged particles,11,37 these as-
sumptions have never before been directly proven by exp
ments because the effects of particle acceleration and s
ing down are always mixed in an implosion for charge
fusion products.

The knock-on proton data described in this paper fina
provide direct proof of this assumption for thick-plastic-sh
capsules driven by 1-ns square laser pulses. Any acceler
would cause the upper endpoints of the knock-on pro
spectra to be up-shifted relative to the 14-MeV endpoint
the birth spectrum. In Figs. 5~c! and 6~c!, the endpoints of
the knock-on proton spectra are precisely~within statistical
errors! at 14 MeV, which indicates that the protons are su
ject to no acceleration. Figure 19 shows the measured
points of these and other knock-on proton spectra for a n
ber of shots, plotted against the bang time~a typical 1-ns
square pulse on OMEGA is also displayed for referenc!.
The laser pulse has completely ended at;1400 ps, while the
bang time occurs several hundreds of ps later. No ene
up-shifts are observed.

FIG. 19. The measured upper energy endpoints of the knock-on pr
spectra of a number of shots in this study are plotted against the bang
~a typical 1-ns square pulse with an arbitrary unit for laser intensity
OMEGA is also displayed for reference!. As seen, the laser pulse has com
pletely ended at;1400 ps, while the bang times occur at 1750–1950
The energies match the maximum scattered-proton energy, indicating
there are no energy up-shifts.
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F. Relevance to OMEGA cryogenic capsule implosions

At OMEGA, plans exist to implode cryogenic DT cap
sules which typically have low-pressure DT gas fill in th
center surrounded by about 90mm of DT ice with ;2 mm
CH as an ablator. These implosions are predicted to gene
DT primary yields .1013, with ion temperature betwee
1–4 keV and areal densities up to;300 mg/cm2. Nuclear
diagnostics will play an important role in the OMEGA cryo
genic program. Figure 20 shows the energy of knock-on d
terons plotted against their range (rR) in a DT plasma~an
electron temperature of 2 keV and an ion density of
31024 are assumed, although the density effects on th
calculations are weak35,36!. For a typical areal density o
200–300 mg/cm2, a knock-on deuteron will lose about 6–
MeV as it traverses the capsule, and the remaining energ
3–6 MeV is readily detectable using CPS.24

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Direct-drive implosions of DT-gas-filled plastic capsul
were studied using nuclear diagnostics on OMEGA. In ad
tion to the traditional neutron measurements, comprehen
and high-resolution spectra of knock-on deuterons, trito
and protons were obtained for the first time in ICF expe
ments and used for characterizing target performance.

It was determined that an improvement in target perf
mance is achieved, for moderate-convergence implos
(Cr;10– 20), with the reduction of on-target irradiatio
nonuniformity that results from an improvement of beam-
beam laser energy balance and from an enhancemen
single-beam uniformity. With the use of a 1-THz bandwid
of smoothing by spectral dispersion and polarization smoo
ing, Yn;1.131013, YOC;0.3, rRfuel;15 mg/cm2, and
rRshell;60 mg/cm2, which are, respectively, approximate

on
e

n

.
at

FIG. 20. The energy of knock-on deuterons vs their range (rR) in a DT
plasma. In this calculation, an electron temperature of 2 keV and an
density of 531024 have been assumed. For a typical predicted areal den
of 200–300 mg/cm2 for a cryogenic capsule implosion, a knock-on deuter
will lose about 6–9 MeV energy, and the residual energy~3–6 MeV! left
after leaving the target is readily detectable using charged-particle spect
etry.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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80%, 60%, 60%, and 35% higher than those determi
when using a 0.35 THz bandwidth of smoothing by spec
dispersion. Polarization smoothing of individual laser bea
is believed to play an important role.

With full beam smoothing, these implosions have so
performance parameters close to one-dimensional-code
dictions ~e.g., measured ratio ofYKOd /Yn achieve;80% of
1D predictions!. Data suggest that high irradiation unifo
mity results in reduced Rayleigh–Taylor growth and im
proved shell integrity. For the same smoothing conditio
however, capsules that should reach high convergence~3.8-
atm DT gas fill, 20-mm CH shell, and predicted Cr;30!
showed substantially degraded performance relative to
predictions~measuredrRfuel;3 mg/cm2 and measured con
vergence ratios similar to the values for 15-atm capsul!.
This indicates that the effects of mix are, not surprising
more deleterious for high-convergence implosions. In ad
tion, a brief comparison demonstrates the hydrodyna
‘‘equivalence’’ of DT-filled capsules and D2-filled capsules
for both moderate- and high-convergence implosions.
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